About

SWISS PEAK
Our purpose in life is to create exceptional lifestyle gifts for
our customers that will be used and appreciated for many
years. The hallmarks of Swiss Peak gifts are timeless design,
superior quality, outstanding functionality and a subtle touch
of affordable luxury. Discover our gift range in this catalogue
and entrust your brand to us. We will take good care of it.

Swiss Peak TWS Earbuds
118865
Listen to music with ultimate freedom through Swiss
Peak’s true wireless stereo (TWS) earbuds. These premium
earbuds produce crystal-clear stereo sound and can also
be used for taking phone calls. They will play music for up
to three hours and are easily recharged by placing them
back in the compact 500mAh charging case. The case is
easily recharged from a USB port or a mains adapter and
it has a smart magnetic closure along with the Swiss Peak
logo subtly branded on the front. The set is beautifully
presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with an instruction
manual, a charging cable and two different sized earpieces
to ensure a truly comfortable fit.

Branding Options:

•Pad Print
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Swiss Peak Headphones
112175

Swiss Peak excels at combining superb functionality
with fashion and their Bluetooth headphones are no
exception. These headphones produce incredible
stereo sound and feature trendy aluminium ear cases
combined with PU cushions that are as light as a feather.
They are compatible with all devices that support
Bluetooth and have the option of using an audio cable.
The headphones have a continuous playing time of
approximately eight hours and are easily recharged from
a USB port or a mains adaptor. They have a luxury carry
case and are presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with a
Micro-B USB cable, an audio cable and an instruction
leaflet.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print
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Swiss Peak 5000mAh
Power Bank
110009
Swiss Peak excels in designing practical lifestyle products
and this compact yet powerful 5000mAh power bank is
no exception. It has an input of 5V/800mA and an output
of 5V/1 Amp. Recharging time is 5-6 hours from a USB
port or a mains adapter. The power bank has a handy LED
power gauge and its own carry pouch with a belt loop. It is
beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box along with a
Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Luxury 5W Wireless
Charger
118866
Charge devices effortlessly with Swiss Peak’s Luxury 5W Wireless
Charger which is manufactured from high quality PU and ABS. It will
charge devices that are enabled for wireless charging and will work
with most modern phones. Simply plug it into any USB port or a
mains adapter and place a compatible device on it for convenient
wireless charging. It has both a USB and a Type-C port so devices
can also be charged using a cable. The Swiss Peak logo is subtly
debossed into the side of the charger and the unit is presented
in a smart Swiss Peak gift box with a braided 150cm Micro-B USB
charging cable and an instruction leaflet.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving •Direct Digital
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Swiss Peak 4-in-1 Speaker
112163
The unique Swiss Peak 4-in-1 Speaker is an essential multi-purpose device
for camping, tramping, hunting, boating, barbeques, outdoor events
or at the beach. The main unit includes a power bank with a 4500mAh
rechargeable lithium ion battery that can be used for charging phones etc.
Also included is a 3W Bluetooth speaker which can be connected via the
main unit to the lithium ion battery and it will play music for an incredible
18 hours. The main unit is rain and dust proof and has a 250 lumen LED
lantern as well as a four-function torch. It is presented in a delightful Swiss
Peak gift box with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print
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Swiss Peak 10W Cree Torch

Swiss Peak 3-in-1 Safety Charger

112174

118868

Large 10W metal torch with an adjustable beam which is fitted with
Cree brand ultra-bright LEDs. It has a wrist strap and uses three C
batteries which are included. The torch laser engraves to an oxidised
white colour and it is presented in a printed Swiss Peak gift box.

Swiss Peak design flair is evident in this dual port, 3-in-1 safety
charger ensuring it is a must-have vehicle accessory. It also has a seat
belt cutter and a hammer for breaking window glass. This multifunction charger is beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box
along with an instruction leaflet.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Branding Options:
•Pad Print

Swiss Peak Heritage Pen

116495 - Swiss Peak Heritage Pen Set
116496 - Swiss Peak Heritage Rollerball Pen
116497 - Swiss Peak Heritage Ballpoint Pen
Precision Swiss Peak Heritage ball pen and rolling ball
pen which are presented individually in a smart Swiss
Peak sleeve. They can also be presented together in a
Swiss Peak gift box. The pens are manufactured from
lacquer finished brass and have shiny chrome accents.
Both pens have a blue refill with 1200 metres of German
manufactured ink. They laser engrave to a brass finish
and have subtle Swiss Peak branding on the centre ring
and cap.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Heritage Portfolio with
Zipper
118873 - Swiss Peak Heritage A4 Portfolio with Zipper
118874 - Swiss Peak Heritage A5 Portfolio with Zipper
Swiss Peak Heritage Portfolios speak the language of modern elegance and
design. Available in two sizes, these deluxe portfolios are manufactured
from premium Italian PU and have a silver zip-around closure. The notepad
has 20 leaves of quality 80gsm lined cream paper with the Swiss Peak logo
tastefully branded on the corner of each page. Other features include
a phone stand, a pen loop, five card slots, two elastic loops for holding
accessories, a pocket for notes and a folio sleeve for documents. There
is a tasteful 3D Swiss Peak badge on the front of the portfolio and it is
presented in a smart Swiss Peak gift box.

Branding Options:
•Laser Engraving •Digital Transfer
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Swiss Peak Heritage A5
Notebook
116492
Exceptional medium-size Swiss Peak notebook with 80
leaves (160 pages) of 80gsm lined cream paper and a
bookmark ribbon. It has a hard cover which is finished with
textured leather look PU. There is a 3D Swiss Peak badge
on the front cover and the brand is tastefully debossed on
the back cover and printed in the corner of each page. The
notebook is beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box.

Branding Options:
•Debossing •Debossing XL
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Swiss Peak Voyager Laptop Bag
118871
Make the daily commute easier and more stylish with the Swiss Peak Voyager Laptop
Bag. It is manufactured from premium 1680D polyester fabric with smart PU accents
and 210D polyester lining. The large main compartment has a zippered closure and
features a padded pocket that will comfortably hold a 15” laptop. It has another
zippered compartment with two internal slip pockets that offer RFID protection, a
pen holder and an external zippered side pocket. The bag has woven carry handles
with comfortable PU hand grips, an adjustable and removable shoulder strap with
a soft shoulder pad and a rear luggage sleeve that slides over the handle of a
rolling suitcase. The Swiss Peak logo is subtly branded on the laptop pocket and is
debossed on the front pocket.

Branding Options:
•Embroidery
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Swiss Peak Voyager Laptop
Backpack
118870
Make the daily commute easier and more stylish with the
Swiss Peak Voyager Laptop Backpack. It is manufactured
from premium 1680D polyester fabric with smart PU accents
and 210D polyester lining. The large main compartment has
a zip-around closure and includes a padded pocket that will
comfortably hold a 15” laptop, two slip pockets that offer
RIFD protection and a USB outlet. The back of the backpack
is heavily padded for extra comfort and the padded shoulder
straps are fully adjustable. Other features include two side
pockets with elastic openings to hold water bottles and other
accessories, three external zippered pockets, a padded carry
handle and a rear luggage sleeve that slides over the handle
of a rolling suitcase. The Swiss Peak logo is subtly debossed
on the front of the bag and branded on the laptop pocket.

Branding Options:
•Embroidery
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Swiss Peak Sling Laptop Backpack

Swiss Peak 38cm Laptop Bag

109997

109998

Swiss Peak innovation is at its best with this smart urban style sling
bag which is manufactured from a combination of 600D and 1680D
polyester. The comfortable, extra-wide single shoulder strap allows the
bag to be rotated to the front of the body and accessed without taking
it off. Other features include a secure phone pocket on the shoulder
strap, a fully padded laptop compartment, a tablet sleeve, three
external zippered pockets and a carry handle.

Superb Swiss Peak laptop bag which is manufactured from a
combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. It has a padded laptop
compartment, a tablet sleeve and a padded woven shoulder strap
which is fully adjustable and detachable. Other features include
woven carry handles with a Velcro cuff, a zippered front organiser
pocket and a rear luggage sleeve that slides over the handle of a
rolling suitcase.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Embroidery

Branding Options:
•Screen Print
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Swiss Peak Outdoor
Backpack
109999
Stylish Swiss Peak backpack which is manufactured from a
combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. It has one large
main compartment and comfortable padding on the back.
Other features include padded woven shoulder straps
which are adjustable, two mesh side pockets, a woven
carry handle and adjustable external straps for holding
additional gear.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Embroidery
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Swiss Peak Cooler Bag
116494
Deluxe 16L Swiss Peak Cooler Bag with thick PE foam
insulation encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The
outer construction features a stylish combination of 1680D
and 600D polyester. It has strong woven carry handles with
a Velcro cuff as well as an adjustable and removable woven
shoulder strap with a shoulder pad. Other features include
a large zippered top closure, a zippered pocket on the
front and slip pockets on both sides.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Digital Transfer •Embroidery
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Swiss Peak Weekend or Sport Bag
109994
Swiss Peak have thoughtfully combined smart design with the needs of a busy lifestyle to
create an outstanding multi-purpose duffle bag which is ideal for long weekends or as a
sports or gym bag. It is manufactured from a combination of 600D and 1680D polyester
and it’s many features include a large main compartment with a U-shaped zip opening,
a side entry shoe compartment with an air vent, an adjustable shoulder strap, a unique
water bottle holder and a zippered side pocket.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Embroidery
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Swiss Peak Toilet Bag

Swiss Peak Toiletry Bag

108607

118872

Travel in style with the luxury Swiss Peak toilet bag. It
is manufactured from 1680D polyester with one main
compartment containing four smaller compartments, two mesh
open pockets, one mesh zippered pocket and a handy hook.

The thoughtfully designed Swiss Peak Toiletry Bag is a luxurious travel
accessory with the perfect balance of functionality and simplicity. It is
manufactured from polyester and can sit upright or be hung up by a
stowable hook for even easier access. The bag has a large zip-around
opening with conveniently looped zipper pulls, a zippered side pocket and
a woven carry handle. It has a large internal compartment which features
a unique, magnetically sealed toothbrush pocket along with three mesh
pockets and two slip pockets which keep items organised and clean. The
Swiss Peak logo is subtly branded on the front of the bag.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print

Branding Options:
•Digital Transfer •Embroidery
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Swiss Peak Manicure Set
118869
Look no further than the Swiss Peak Manicure Set for
effortless nail care. This luxury five-piece set includes nail
clippers, a nail file, nail scissors, tweezers and a cuticle pusher
in a premium PU case with a matching black zipper. The
instruments are manufactured from high quality brushed
stainless steel. The case has a 3D Swiss Peak badge on the
front and it is beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box.

Branding Options:
•Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Tritan Bottle
110001
Swiss Peak gifts are designed to complement healthy, active lifestyles and this
stunning translucent 750ml water bottle is no exception. It is manufactured
from Tritan which is odour-resistant and BPA-free. The secure screw on lid has a
silicone ring for easy opening, a flip closure and a carry handle. The bottle has a
stylish silicone band on the base and it is beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak
gift box. This product is not dishwasher safe and handwashing is recommended.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print
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Swiss Peak Vacuum Cup
118114
Timeless Swiss Peak design is very evident in this smart 350ml vacuum
cup. Its double wall vacuum insulation will keep drinks hot or cold for
longer and the tough powder coating laser engraves to shiny steel
finish. This BPA-free cup has a secure screw on transparent Tritan lid with
a leak resistant flip closure that locks open when in use. It is beautifully
presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with an information leaflet included.
This product is not dishwasher safe and handwashing is recommended.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Vacuum Bottle
118113
Premium 700ml Swiss Peak vacuum insulated drink bottle
that embraces excellence. The stainless steel, double wall
construction will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for
up to 12 hours. The secure screw on lid has a silicone ring
for easy opening, a flip closure and a metal carry handle
that features a soft-touch silicone grip. This understated
bottle is BPA-free and has a tough powder coating
which laser engraves to shiny steel finish. It is beautifully
presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with an information
leaflet included. This product is not dishwasher safe and
handwashing is recommended.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Elite Copper Vacuum
Food Container
116487
Premium 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel food
flask. It has a unique copper lining on the inner wall which improves its
performance and the outer wall has a tough powder coated finish. Elite
will keep food hot for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24 hours. It has a
screw on serving bowl and a foldable stainless steel spoon which snaps
securely into the lid. This precision vacuum flask is BPA-free and laser
engraves to a shiny steel finish. It is presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with
an information leaflet included. This product is not dishwasher safe and
handwashing is recommended.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Elite Copper
Vacuum Mug
116488
Premium 300ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel coffee
mug. It has a unique copper lining on the inner wall which improves
its performance and the outer wall has a tough powder coated finish.
Elite will keep drinks hot for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24
hours. It features a secure screw on lid with a push button activated
flip closure which is spring loaded for smooth, effortless operation.
The locking mechanism on the lid prevents leaks and spills even if
the cup is knocked over. This precision coffee mug is BPA-free and
laser engraves to stainless steel finish. It is presented in a Swiss Peak
gift box with an information leaflet included. This product is not
dishwasher safe and handwashing is recommended.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Elite Copper
Vacuum Flask
116489
Stylish one litre double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel flask.
It has a unique copper lining on the inner wall which improves its
performance and the outer wall has a tough powder coated finish.
Elite will keep drinks hot for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24
hours. It has a secure lid with convenient push button pouring and
its own screw on cup. This precision vacuum flask is BPA-free and
laser engraves to a shiny steel finish. It is presented in a Swiss Peak
gift box with an information leaflet included. This product is not
dishwasher safe and handwashing is recommended.

Branding Options:
•Pad Print •Laser Engraving
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Swiss Peak Traveller
Umbrella
110002
Stay dry in style with this compact three-stage Swiss
Peak folding umbrella which has automatic opening
and closing. It has an eight-panel, 190T showerproof
pongee canopy with 53cm ribs. Other features include
a windproof eight-rib fibreglass frame, a chromed metal
shaft and stunning presentation in a Swiss Peak gift tube.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Digital Transfer
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Swiss Peak Foldable
Umbrella
116493
Compact three-stage Swiss Peak folding umbrella with
a unique reverse opening mechanism that keeps the
wet surface inside when it is closed. It has automatic
opening and closing and an eight-panel canopy with
58cm fibreglass ribs. The umbrella is manufactured from
190T showerproof pongee and it has a matching pongee
sleeve. Other features include a chrome plated steel
shaft, a smart ABS hand grip and a woven wrist strap.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Digital Transfer
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Swiss Peak Expandable Umbrella
116490
Precision Swiss Peak umbrella that expands outwards from a compact 58cm
to 69cm when it is opened. It has an eight-panel vented stormproof canopy
with fibreglass ribs. The umbrella is manufactured from showerproof 190T
pongee and it has a metal shaft. Other features include automatic opening
and closing, a matte black hook handle and strong polypropylene tips.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Digital Transfer

Swiss Peak Tornado 76cm Storm
Umbrella
116491
Premier Swiss Peak eight-panel umbrella with automatic opening. It has a
double layer windproof and showerproof 190T pongee canopy with 76cm
ribs. Tornado has a windproof eight-rib fibreglass frame and a robust metal
shaft with a soft-touch handle. It is presented in a matching Swiss Peak
sleeve.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Digital Transfer

Swiss Peak Tornado 58cm Umbrella
110011
Premier Swiss Peak umbrella with automatic opening. It has an eight-panel,
190T showerproof pongee canopy with 58cm ribs. Tornado has a windproof
eight-rib fibreglass frame and a robust metal shaft with a soft-touch handle.
It is presented in an impressive Swiss Peak gift tube.

Branding Options:
•Screen Print •Digital Transfer
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